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COMBINED PUBLIC HEARING
AND BOARD MEETING
DECEMBER 10, 2019
211 AINSLIE STREET
PUBLIC HEARING
ROLL CALL
Chairperson Ms. Dealice Fuller requested District Manager Mr. Esposito call the roll. He
informed the Chairperson that there were 24 members present, a sufficient quorum to open
the public hearing.
APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
Chairperson Ms. Fuller requested approval of the agenda. Mr. Torres made a motion to
approve the agenda as written. Mr. Weiser seconded the motion. The motion was
unanimously carried.
PRESENTATION -ACCESSIBLE DISPATCH PROGRAM: PROGRAM
CONNECTING THE COMMUNITY TO WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE
TAXIS THROUGHOUT NYC: The Accessible Dispatch Program gives New York
City residents and visitors with disabilities greater access to wheelchair accessible
taxis - by Steven Williams, Community Outreach Trainer, MTM.
Mr. Steven Williams addressed the board. He stated that he is the Training
Coordinator for the Accessible Program. He noted Sue Calvin, who oversees the
accessible program as the program manager with the TLC, was with him this
evening. This dispatch program connects the community to wheelchair accessible
taxis all throughout the five boroughs in NYC. This program allows people to access
the City, especially people who use wheelchairs. All drivers are trained in
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wheelchair securement (getting in and out of the vehicle) and people with other
mobility devices. The program is for everybody. People pay the same fares as they
would with a standardized sedan, so they get more for their money because they get
a larger vehicle and someone who is trained to assist them if they need them. They
were trying to get the word out to everyone, and ask that if anyone knows someone
who has mobility issues, or doesn’t necessarily feel safe in a regular sedan car, or
needs a larger car in order to accommodate a mobility devise, let them know that
these taxis are available and the price is the same. They are a great service. The
vehicles are rear entry for wheelchairs. The vehicles are large enough to hold four
people. You have to let them know about the number of guests so that the vehicle is
large enough to accommodate them. You can call them anytime and do not have to
wait 24 hours. Chairperson Ms. Fuller thanked Mr. Williams and his colleague for
the presentation.
PRESENTATION: BROOKLYN PUBLIC LIBRARY-RENOVATION PLANS FOR
THE LEONARD BRANCH - by Naila Rosario, Manager, Government & Community
Relations, Brooklyn Public Library.
Ms. Lauren Comito, supervisor for the Leonard Street Branch, presented on the
renovations plans for the library. She was joined at the meeting with other branch
supervisors in the district (Ms. Alexa Orr, from the Greenpoint Branch; Ms. Catherine
Skrzypek, from the Williamsburg Branch). They each gave a short updates their
respective branches.) The project at Leonard would be discussed in more detail. Plans
for the work at the Leonard Branch were submitted (attached). The Greenpoint Branch is
being eyed for a February re-opening. At the Williamsburg Branch there is no
construction currently going on. They are happy for the support that they receive from
the North Brooklyn Community. The Williamsburg branch has a variety of classes such
as= how to learn to play guitar, toddler time, and Spanish story time. They have a lot
going on at the branches, such as a green recycle swap. They have recently started a
knitters and crochet club at the Leonard Branch. They will have a ghost story telling on
December 24th at 10:30AM. It has the feel of "Dickens" going on. Material was
distributed. At the Leonard Branch, there is some building projects coming up. They
would like to have an HVAC system and the Department of Design and Construction
was present to discuss the plans. The plans are going before the Design Commission.
The work is planned for 2020 and includes:



Roof Replacement.
Replacement of the HVAC.

Mr. Blackman, from DDC, noted that the building is very old. It is a little uncomfortable
for the librarians and public. A team of consulting engineers discussed the plans for the
roof and HVAC, It is a pretty straight forward project. Before the new HVAC equipment
goes up, the will work on the roof. It will basically be a new roof. The shingled roof will
be repaired with a new shingles, coping and other accoutrements. Various views were
displayed of the building. The existing condition of the HVAC is poor and derelict. It is
not functioning right. All of the drains will be addressed. The slate shingles will be
selectively replaced. Added to this work is come interior restoration. A historic ceiling
exists but has been covered up for a long time. It will be exposed and a skylight will be
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exposed. They are not sure what they are dealing with until it is exposed. They have to
see how the support structures are. They are committed to having more green design,
however, the roof may not be able to support solar panels. The Brooklyn Public Library
has cut its greenhouse gases. They are planning on cutting down their greenhouse gases
to "zero" by 2050. This is their aim.






The front steps will also be repaired.
They are installing a wheelchair ramp in the rear yard.
They will be replacing some of the brick.
Removing a layer of concrete on the steps.
Installing ADA access to the rear entry.

Some additional changes were also noted and included changes to the doors and
improved drainage in order to prevent further cracking of the brick. There will be a ramp
that opens to a reading garden in the back. An elevator is needed to provide ADA access.
They are using a lift to get people to the meeting room. The bathrooms have to be
reconfigured to have them be wheelchair accessible. They will need more funding in the
future for the design. It is an older building and a lot has to be done for a re-design. The
redesign and scope is under review.
They are looking at how to do any revamping. Chairperson Ms. Fuller thanked them for
the presentation and moved to the next item on the agenda,
LIQUOR LICENSES:
Chairperson Ms. Fuller encouraged all to read the listing, see what are near them, and to let
the committee know what it might need to consider.
NEW
1. David Zahabian, 109 North 1st Street, (New, liquor, wine/beer, cider, music venue,
lounge)
2. David Zahabian, 123 Grand Street, (New, wine/beer, cider, rest)
3. DavidZahabian, 228 Berry Street, (New, liquor, wine/beer, cider, catering facility)
4. Ganzos LLC, dba Cantina Lombancha, 232 North 12th Street, (Class Change, liquor,
wine/beer, cider, Mexican rest)
5. Fame Entertainment NYC Inc., 207 Johnson Avenue, (New, liquor, wine/beer, cider,
catering facility [private events only])
6. Momma Meals Inc., dba Savoi Latin Bistro, 318 Grand Street, (New, liquor,
wine/beer, cider, rest)
7. Not Today Maybe Tomorrow Tavern LLC., dba TBD, 749 Metropolitan Avenue,
(New, liquor, wine/beer, cider, bar, tavern)
8. Pod Bk F&B LLC & Great Food, Beer & Games LLC as mgr, dba Clinton Hall, 247
9. Metropolitan Avenue, AKA 626 Driggs Avenue, (Method of Operation Change,
liquor, wine/beer, cider, rest)
10. OHB Kent LLC, dba Other Half Brewing Company, 266 Kent Avenue, Retail
#3, (New, liquor, wine/beer, cider, brewery Taproom)
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RENEWAL
1. 4th Floor Project LLC, dba Otis, 18 Harrison Place, (Renewal, liquor, wine/beer, cider,
rest)
2. 7 N 15th St. Group, dba Greenpoint Beer & Ale Co., 7 North 15th Street, (Renewal,
liquor, wine/beer, cider, rest)
3. 184 Kent Avenue Inc., dba La NonnaRistorante & Bar, 184 Kent Avenue, (Renewal,
liquor,
wine/beer, cider, rest)
4. 425 Graham Restaurant Inc., dba Las Margaritas Sunset, 425 Graham Avenue,
(Renewal, liquor, wine/beer, cider, bar/tavern)
5. 599 Lorimer Corp, dba Metropolitan, 559 Lorimer Street, (Renewal, liquor, wine/beer,
cider,
bar/nightclub)
6. Alen Corp., dba Passatempo, 79 Grand Street, (Renewal, wine/beer, cider, tavern)
7. Asian Garden Inc., dba Shanghai Lee Asian Cuisine, 157 Franklin Street, (Renewal,
wine/beer, cider, rest)
8. Best Element Inc., dba Bedford Fusion Cafe, 197 Bedford Avenue, (Renewal, liquor,
wine/beer, cider)
9. Charlotte Patisserie Inc., 596 Manhattan Avenue, (Renewal, wine/beer, cider, rest)
10. Fana Works Inc., dba Sunshine Laundromat and Cleaners, 880 Manhattan
Avenue, (Renewal wine/beer, cider, tavern, pinball/laundromat)
11.Graham Electric LLC, dba Crystal Lake, 647 Grand Street, (Renewal, Crystal Lake,
647 Grand Street, (Renewal, wine/beer, cider, rest)
12.Isabella Beach LLC, dba The Diamond, 43 Franklin Street 1st Floor,
(Renewal, liquor, wine/beer, cider, tavern)
13. Matteo & Vida Inc., dba Scalino GP, 659 Manhattan Avenue, (Renewal, liquor,
wine/beer, cider, rest)
14.SelamatPagi LLC, 152 Driggs Avenue, (Renewal, wine/beer, cider, Rest)
15. Sid Boys Corp., dba Kellog's Diner, 514-518 Metropolitan Avenue, (Renewal,
liquor, wine/beer, cider, rest)
16.Zamaan Bar & Restaurant Inc., 349 Broadway, (Renewal, liquor, wine/beer, cider,
rest)
17. W/G Hospitality Group INC., dba Jimbo Slims, 524 Graham Avenue,
(Renewal, liquor, wine/beer, cider, bar, tavern)
There was one speaker regarding the liquor licenses.
Mr. Sante Miceli, resident and member of the Milton Street Block Association, spoke about
concerns with liquor licenses and these type of establishments in the Greenpoint Historic
District. He related that the concerns were around quality of life and uncontrolled number of
liquor licenses in the given area. He noted that they have come to an agreement with a new
established proposed for Franklin Street. He discussed protecting the quality of life for
residents. He spoke about sidewalk cafes and the requirements. He raised support for Five
Leaves at 18 Bedford Avenue as they have been there for a number of years. He urged for all
to come together with the community, to discuss the parameters and the regulations.
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There were no additional speakers. Chairperson Ms. Fuller noted that the public hearing was
concluded. She moved to the public hearing.

BOARD MEETNG
MOMENT OF SILENCE
Chairperson Ms. Fuller requested a moment of silence.
ROLLCALL
Chairperson Ms. Fuller requested District Manager Mr. Esposito to call the roll. He
informed the Chairperson that there were 29 members present, a sufficient number for a
quorum to open the board meeting.
APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
Mr. Caponegro made a motion to approve the agenda as written. The motion was seconded
by Mr. Torres, and was carried unanimously.
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
Ms. Kaminski made a motion to approve the two sets of minutes for the October 10, 2019
Combined Public Hearing & Board Meeting and the November 12, 2019 Combined Public
Hearing and Board Meeting. The motion was seconded by Ms. Cabrera. The motion was
unanimously carried.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Land Use, ULURP and Landmarks [subcommittee] – Ms. Teague, Committee Chair, presented a
written report on behalf of the committee. She requested a vote on the item, which was a letter of
support for the Brooklyn Public Library’s renovation plans for the Leonard Branch.
Ms. McKeever made a motion to approve the recommendation. The motion was seconded by
Ms. Kaminski. The motion was unanimously carried. The vote was as follows: 36 "YES"; 0
"NO"; 0 "ABSTENTIONS"; 0"RECUSALS".
SLA Review & DCA Committee – Mr. Burrows, Committee Chair, presented a written report on
behalf of the committee. He said that all board members should look at the list of liquor licenses
on the public hearing agenda and let the committee know if there were any concerns. He noted
that the POD Hotel was on the list and related that there were concerns raised in the past about
their license. He read the report and noted that various recommendations. There were eleven (11)
new licenses listed. There were four (4) approvals. In regards to the new licenses, he was looking
for an approval of the committee’s recommendations. Mr. Chesler noted that the license for
"Bury the Hachet" was not deeply addressed. Mr. Burrows asked to hold a vote on this license
separately. He made a motion to approve the three licenses as noted. Mr. Chesler seconded the
motion. The motion was carried. There was one (1) against [Ms. Kuonen]. The vote was as
follows: 35 "YES"; 1"NO"; 0 "ABSTENTIONS"; 0"RECUSALS".
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A roll call vote was requested for the “Bury the Hatchet”. Ms. Teague made the motion. The
motion was seconded by Ms. Cabrera. The motion was carried.
The vote was 22 "YES"; 6 "NO"; 2 "ABSTENTIONS"; 0 "RECUSALS".
Previously Postponed Items: Mr. Burrows noted that there was a split vote on Shake Shack. Mr.
Bachorowski made a motion to support the various recommendations. Ms. Cabrera seconded the
motion. The motion was unanimously carried. Ms. Iglesias made a motion to support the
remainder of this section of the report. The motion was seconded by Mr. Torres. The motion was
unanimously carried.
The vote was as follows: 36 "YES"; 0"NO"; 0 "ABSTENTIONS"; 0 "RECUSALS".
Mr. Burrows noted the applications that were withdrawn. He noted that there were applicants
who did not appear. In this case, the committee recommends denial of the no-shows. Mr.
D’Amato made a motion to support the recommendation. The motion was seconded by Mr.
Bachorowski. The motion was carried.
The vote was as follows: 36 "YES"; 0 "NO"; 0 "ABSTENTIONS"; 0"RECUSALS".
Mr. Burrows noted that a list of establishments that have applied for all night permits for New
Year’s Eve was forwarded to the community board. He read the list and asked if there were any
comments.
Mr. Burrows reported on a meeting that was held at Assemblyman Lentol’s Office by Senator
Kavanagh. The meeting was regarding the East River State Park and the Smorgasborg events
that are held there. The report is attached. It was requested that the Smorgasborg principals come
to the CB#1 meeting and present to the full board; and that Ms. Wright, from NYS Parks should
attend as well. It was noted that the meeting at Assemblyman Lentol’s office was called by the
Senator Kavanagh. CB#1 was invited to attend.
Transportation Committee – Mr. Bruzaitis submitted a written report that he read to the
members. There were no items to be voted on. He spoke about the Calyer Triangle Intersection and
provided a recap of the recent site walk-through with Elizabeth Adams & NYC DOT. The report is
attached.
Board Budget Committee – Ms. Viera submitted a written report. She discussed the items in it.
The report is attached. She noted an item that had the lowest rating --- the CRM. There was a lot
concern about it, i.e. - lack of security, etc. was removed from the table. Ms. Viera related that the
results were tallied by counting the number of people who ranked each category in their order of
preference. Example: Sound System Upgrade – 6 people ranked this option as their #1 preference or 6(1);
8 people ranked this option as their #2 preference or 8 (2):

1(1); 2(2); 3(3) Co –Sponsoring an event and the cost associated with it
6(1); 8(2); 2(3) Sound System Upgrading (for Board meetings and other events)
5(1); 5(2); 4(3) New Wireless Microphone
5(1); 2(3); 5(4) Continued Live Streaming
3(1); 4(2); 5(3) Upgrade Internet access in the office ($100 per month)
1(1); 2(2); 8(8) Customer Relationship Management System (CRM) up to $30,000
3(1); 2(2); 1(3) Board Development/Sensitivity Trainings
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1(1); 1(2)

Free Standing Cross Cut Shredder (City Contract/$800)

Based on the results, below are the items in order of preference with associated costs:
#1* (combined with #2) – Sound System Upgrading/New Wireless Microphone(s) "Big Foot"
wireless system - $4,824
#3* Live Stream Full Board Meetings - $3,300 per month x 4 mos. (March –June) - $13,200
#4* Internet Upgrading -$100 per month x 6 mos. (Jan. to June) + $100 installation fee - $700
#5 – Board Development/Sensitivity Trainings-Contingent on City’s approval of concept.
[Approved expense but it is held for future discussion & disbursement]
#6 – Co-sponsoring event – Contingent on City’s approval of concept. Costs to be appraised
[Approved expense but it is held for future discussion & disbursement]
#7* Shredder (Per City contracted vendor) $800.
#8 – CRM (City approved vendor/product) Appx. $10,000. [This item was removed]
Another item that was previously paid with the funding was a replacement battery backup unit
for the office computers: $244.00. The Total Expenses was: $29,768 (This figure does not depict
the specific actual cost of trainings and/or events which are to be determined). With the CRM
removed the figure was reduced to $19,768.
At this time, an approval was requested for expenses: # 1 (combined with #2); #3; #4; & #7. The
vote was as follows: 35 "YES"; 1 "NO" (Weiser); 0 "ABSTENTIONS"; 0 "RECUSALS".
Ms. Viera announced that the next meeting of the committee was: Tuesday, January 7, 2020 at
6:30 PM, in CB#1’s District Office, 435 Graham Avenue.
PARKS DEPARTMENT MINUTE
A written report was submitted and distributed for review.
PUBLIC SESSION (Reserved for the Public's expression. Board Members will not be
allowed to speak.) Each scheduled participant for this session will have an allowance of two
(2) minutes. (No questions will be entertained. Speakers are requested to submit their
testimony in writing).
There were no speakers signed up for the public session. Chairperson Ms. Fuller moved
to the next item on the agenda.
CHAIRPERSON'S REPORT
Chairperson Ms. Fuller submitted a written report.
DISTRICT MANAGER'S REPORT
District Manager Mr. Esposito submitted a written report. In the report was a proposed
calendar to 2020-2021. A correction was made because April’s & May’s meeting dates fell
on holidays. The dates were moved to April 21st and May 13th instead.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS: ELECTED OFFICIALS
Various elected official representatives were acknowledged and some provided updates
regarding their respective offices.
OLDBUSINESSThere was no old business raised and Chairperson Fuller moved to the next item on the
agenda.
NEW BUSINESS
There was no new business raised. Chairperson Fuller moved to the next item on the agenda.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Torres made a motion to adjourn. The motion was seconded by Mr. Cohen. The motion was
unanimously carried. The meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

Reviewed by:

Marie Bueno Wallin
ADM CB#1 Brooklyn

Sonia Iglesias
Recording Secretary
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December 10, 2019

TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
REPORT

TO:

Chairperson Dealice Fuller
and CB #1 Board Members

FROM:

Mr. Eric Bruzaitis, Committee Chair

RE:

Committee Report from Wednesday, December 4, 2019 Meeting

The Transportation Committee met Wednesday, December 4, 2019 (CALLED
TO ORDER: 6:48 PM; ADJOURNED: 8:14 PM) in the CB #1 DISTRICT
OFFICE 435 GRAHAM AVENUE BROOKLYN, NY 11211 (CORNER OF
FROST STREET).
A quorum was not met.
ATTENDANCE:
Present:
Nieves;

Bruzaitis; Elkins; Gallagher; Klagsbald; Kuonen; Odomirok;

Absent:

Weiser; Argento; Gangone; Goldstein; Green; Schlesinger; Stuart.
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AGENDA:
1. CALYER TRIANGLE INTERSECTION. Recap of onsite walk-thru with Elizabeth
Adams & NYC DOT.
Following up on the presentation by Mr. Dan Keezer, the following group met to discuss
the conditions on site at the intersection of Calyer, Franklin & Banker Streets, Wednesday,
December 4th: Ms. Elizabeth Adams, CM Stephen Levin's Office; Ms. Jessica Cronstein,
Ms. Emily Weidenh, Ms. Ronda Messer of NYC DOT; Mr. Dan Keezer; Mr. Philip Leff
of Transportation Alternatives; Mr. Brendon Nicholas of Silk Road Cycles; Mr. T. Willis
Elkins and myself.
The group discussed the current conditions and options for making the location safer for
all users. The committee reviewed the notes from Ms. Adams email (below) for follow up
in the coming months:
On Dec 4, 2019, at 4:48 PM, Adams, Elizabeth <EAdams@council.nyc.gov> wrote:
Hi everyone,
Thanks for a great meeting! Really excited to move this forward with all of you, and
thanks to Dan for the presentation and vision.
Appreciate the commitment everyone is putting in to make this happen.
Sharing brief notes/next steps below. Ronda, please add Emily to the email as well.
1. Slip Closure Analysis —
-DOT will conduct network analysis with Bike/ped team staff for broader network
considerations.
- Also examine street directions (Nearby Quay/Calyer); truck route; and traffic
speed/vehicles per hour that may be impacted by change.
- DOT will follow up with network design options to this group for discussion/review.
2. Agreement needed to close the slip—
-DOT to send form to Brendon @ Silk Road to review.
-Street Seat options for the triangle include: filling in gravel; adding permanent benches;
Bike parking (will assess demand, but folks shared it would be used); Planters; moveable
tables and chairs (with new development, there seems significant support for). May also
need to expand sidewalk space by the bushes to avoid pedestrians walking in the street,
along with including a marked bike lane.
- Street Seat Maintenance would include plant watering; sweeping; some snow removal.

- Brendon will review for approval/agreement.
3. Next Steps:
- DOT study & proposals to come.
- Agreement for Street Seat
- Group to review proposals & DOT will present finalized version to the CB early/mid
March for approval.
- Goal of implementation mid-April!
Have a great rest of week all,
Elizabeth
GRAND STREET REDESIGN – Recap of latest walkthru with CM Reynoso,
Grand Street BID & NYC DOT.
Ms. Karen Nieves detailed a November 15th walk-thru on Grand Street with Council Member
Antonio Reynoso; Mr. Alexis Rodriguez (CM Reynoso's Office); Borough Commissioner Keith
Bray and Ms. Ronda Messer of NYC DOT; Ms. Erin Piscopink of Grand Street BID and Mr.
Philip Leff of Transportation Alternatives:







CM Reynoso was very upset with the condition of Grand Street, and was clear with DC
Bray that NYC DOT should have had a much better plan in place before moving ahead
with stop gaps from the L Train non-closure fall-out.
It is still necessary for delivery vehicles to double park in travel lanes. And more loading
zones must be sited to resolve this issue.
Moving flexible delineators cannot be relocated due to Department of Sanitation need to
access curb with mechanical brushes. DSNY is looking at smaller mechanical brushes (as
are used in other cities) to make moving the delineators possible and solving problem of
vehicles parked in the bike lane. CM Reynoso is looking for funding for this purpose.
There is also the possibility that more delineators can be added to make it impossible for
vehicles to park.
Ms. Piscopink is in communication with Mr. Ted Write (NYC DOT) to work on bike
lane fixes that do not negatively impact businesses.
There is a plan to relocate a construction trailer in the Industrial section of Grand St to
Maujer St so cyclists do not have to travel in traffic lanes to avoid it.

COMMENTS
Committee:
Ms. Ryan Kuonen suggested that the mini car the NYPD 90th Precinct uses to patrol the
Williamsburg Bridge bike/pedestrian path would be better used patrolling Grand Street. Since

NYPD enforcement is especially at a premium in the 90th Pct., and complaints are more
numerous on Grand than on the bridge the car should be deployed on Grand St.
Public:
Mr. William Vega, in his capacity as a city employee at the NYC Dept. of Business Services has
fielded numerous complaints regarding delivery issues. Businesses are also noticing that many of
the illegal parking issues are disproportionally out of state license plates. He also noted that
Access-a-Ride could be impacted if NYC DOT does not install a better solution for curb access.
2. OLD BUSINESS
Mr. Kevin LaCherra brought up the issue of traffic cameras within the district. He is working with
local elected officials to inform the committee as to the number of new cameras already installed
or proposed now that new legislation has made it possible to finally get the cameras we need. His
email below details his latest efforts. The committee will continue to discuss additional cameras
in the district:
Kevin LaCherra
To: ebruzaitis@yahoo.com
Dec 5th at 3:31 PM
Hey Eric,
Just called and spoke with Melissa in Salazar’s office and Emil in Lentol’s office. They are both
checking in with DOT as to whether or not any cameras have already been installed at schools in
the community and if any are scheduled to be installed.
The bill was signed May 10th and came into effect May 26th after which the responsibility was
with DOT to install the cameras where they saw fit. Not a hundred percent clear where they did
(or will) saw fit to put them but this is more info than we had before with more on the way. Will
keep you updated.
Phil will be sending you the Make Meeker Move Street scan materials today or tomorrow.
Best,
Kevin LaCherra
As part of a Make Meeker Move conversation Mr. Philip Leff (who was not able to attend) sent
the results of an informal study of the McGuiness Humboldt exit of the BQE. His email and Mr.
Kevin LaCherra's additional comments are below. This is an ongoing issue for the committee and
the chair is grateful for the input of both Transportation Alternatives and other members of the
public taking action to address the conditions along the Meeker Ave corridor:

On Mon, Dec 9, 2019 at 14:21, Philip Leff
<philip@...> wrote:
Hi Eric,
Great to see you on Calyer St, and looking forward to West St tomorrow.
Here are some of our observations from our Street Scans, done on the afternoon of Saturday,
November 10, and the evening of Thursday, November 21 at Meeker Av and McGuinness Blvd.
Our observations confirmed that this is an extremely inhospitable intersection for pedestrians and
cyclists, that does not work particularly well for cars either.
- Pavement on Meeker is in rough shape, with many potholes, especially in the crosswalk
- Limited time to cross the eastbound lanes of Meeker, with turning conflicts from drivers on
southbound McGuinness
(At the only signalized crossing before Kingsland Av, 4 blocks away)
- Cars on westbound Meeker blocking the crosswalk and curb cuts
- Cars parking on the sidewalk of Meeker
We observed many issues relating to the gas station on the NE corner
- Multiple curb cuts with many vehicles on the sidewalk
- No clear path in and out of the station, vehicles going in conflicting directions, with near misses
on the sidewalk
- Vehicles making U-turns from southbound McGuinness to access the gas station
Vehicle gridlock from those turning South onto Humboldt conflicting with those coming from the
BQE ramp.
Kevin, please feel free to chime in with anything that I missed.
thanks,
philip
On Mon, Dec 9, 2019 at 4:16 PM eric bruzaitis <ebruzaitis@yahoo.com> wrote:
Great.
Thank you, Philip
Kevin LaCherra <kevinlacherra@...>
To:

ebruzaitis@yahoo.com
Cc:
philip@philipleff.com
Dec 9 at 5:56 PM
Phil covered it all pretty thoroughly. A few other observations:
-in the area between McGuinness Boulevard and North Henry Street less than *half* of the parking
spaces were in use during both observations
-The area underneath, despite having alternate side parking doesn’t look like it has been cleaned
in quite some time, there is a lot of buildup at the drainage locations which could lead to flooding
and generally leads to filthy conditions throughout the space
-the constant loud noise of cars moving through the area both above (on the highway) and below
along Meeker Avenue, cars that are blocking the intersection at the turn sounding their horns
contributes to the unpleasant atmosphere
-most cars along Meeker Avenue wanting to make a turn stop far ahead of the stop line in the
crosswalk that is already difficult to get all the way across before the lights change.
Best,
Kevin LaCherra
New 'gates' have been installed on the cyclist/pedestrian path off the new Kosciuzsko Bridge. Ms.
Karen Neives suggested that the board send a letter to NYS DOT asking for clarication/justification
for this installation. They seem to be installed to slow cyclists however they are causing an unsafe
condition that could be more easily/safely be remedied by a surface treatment.
3. NEW BUSINESS
Mr. Kevin LaCherra mentioned efforts to prevent the proposed National Grid pipeline from
disrupting local streets in the near future.
There are many issues associated with this project and the committee will take it up in early 2020.

The next meeting of the Transportation Committee is:
Wednesday, January 8, 2020 at 6:30 PM

